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The perfornMuaee and fusults of radiometrio
ments of the kinematic flow oharaote?ieties of tb©
multlfraotional «atar/sand stowing mixtur* la * pipa-
line are presented, m the sM«euroaiei&te the guanaa
abcorption method fci de&alty gauging and She railo»
tracer tarhniquea for the selective determination of
tha flow-ve\3ci*lep of pa*tiouls? grain-fraction were
applied*



Streszczenie

Frmedstawiono przebieg i wyniki pomiarów radiometrycz-
nyeh charakterystyk kinematycznych przepływu wielofrak-
eyjnej mieszaniny podsadzkowej w rurociągach. V pomiarach
zastosowano absorpcyjną metodę pomiaru gęstości średniej
mieszaniny oraz metodę snaczników promieniotwórczych do
selektywnego wyznaczania prędkości przepływu poszczegól-
nych frakcji granulometrycznych fazy etałej.

Резюме

Представляются проведение и результат радиометричес-
ки; laieperara квнемазических характеристик движения мно-
гофракционной закладочной смеси в пульповодах. В измере-
ниях жшользовдн метод поглощения гамма излучения для
определения средней плотности пульпы и метод меченых а-
томов для селективного измерения скоростей движения раз-
личных гранулометрических фракции твёрдого.

The work was deae within th* fra»ewos?k of IA1A
Agreement Bo. 4€5/CP.
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U XffTROBQCl'XGB-

Among various kinematic ohaaraoterlsties of f 3.ow of

fluids in the ease of the nultlfrattlonal solid-liquid

mixture a knowledge of the dependence of the flow-velo-

cities of particular grain-fraetions of solids on the

other flow parameters, such as the flow-veloeity of the

liquid phase» the particle vise distribution of solids,

and the diameter end roughness of the pipe, ia of essen-

tial importanoe. This dependence, however, oould not be

satisfactorily recognised an the exclusive basis of the.

conventional experimental techniques Ъеоешве of their

inherent limitations, fcor this reason our research group

has undertaken studies on the stowing mixture flow in a

circular pipe, using radiometrie measuring methods as

the main experimental tool II1,122 e £33,14) Д £ Ь The

present work deals Ы particular with the problem» of

the relative motion of the «towing mixture components

and ia a continuation of our previous investigations.

г. п-FiBiD юлашвшяа

• The iMftsurements were oarried out. on the industrial

pipe-lin* of the stowing installation (it the colliery

"Sosnowiec" in Sosnowiec Upper Silesia • As mentioned

above, the «la of the experiments was to determine the
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flow-velocities of the ehosen granulometrie fractions

of solids *s well as that of the transporting water at

different values of the mixture mean density. Both

these parameters were measured by means of the radio-

isotope techniques* The density measurements were per-

formed using the radiogauge; developed at the institu-

te of Bucleax Technique в Ш, whioh has been installed

In the colliery for continuous control of the stowing

process. As shown la Pig*>18 tie measuring head of this

density gauge is mounted on the Vertical part of the

pipe-line lamediately beyond the sucking zone. Such

a positioning, of the measuring point assures the desi-

red high accuracy of the density measurement, as it

lies within a region in which the mixture is still ga-

thering momentum and no significant differences in

flow-velocities of the mixture components оссег* also

this section may be assumed to be free of stationary

"air sacks"* The results were recorded by a built-in

strip-chart-recorder and simultaneously shown to the o-

peratlng personnel by an additional indicating device*

fhe determination of the flow-velocities of the>$ho-

sen components of the mixture was made by means of ra'r

dioactlve tracers, using the "Pulse Velocity Method1*

171 • For these purposes a special measuring set was ap-

plied ДО* This consists of original "threw-ln" type

injector, scintillation detecting probes, and an asso-
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elated two-channel electronic assembly. To avoid the (

difficulties in the proper transit-time determination

due to the? possible overlapping of the activity peaks

from different probes, they «ere recorded in two sepa-

re.te channels i in the first one from both the probes,

and in the second one from one probt» only* Owing to

the convenience of the injector applied it was possible

to Introduce into the flowing stream both solid and

liquid tracing substances* The injections were made di-

rectly into the pipe-inlet at the day-surface in the

washery building*

Taking into account the grain sise distribution of

the solid phase of the mixture (quarts eand) given in

Pig.2, three different granulometrie fractions were

chosen for labelling» They ares

fraction I - d * (0,3-0,5) nm

Praction II - d a (2,O-3»O) mm

Traction III - d « (10 - 12) mm

All of then» as veil as the transporting water were la-

belled by the same radioactive element - Ka. This was

possible due to the sufficiently great difference in the

turbulent dispersion cf these eonponents* As traoing ,

substance» an aqueous solution of activated eodium car-

bonate Ha^UO,, and activated sodium containing glass»

crumbled to the desired portiole siae, were used. The

activity of each the traoing portion wad about 0,5 mGi.



Bo<u«iee the indicated fractions, alec the motion of the

iarge-ei*© spherical glasa nod alee in the fixture stream

лав ftitamined in order to gain a preliminary idea of the

possibility of using the barren rocks hewed together

with the «eel, as stowing material.

The deteotion probes were fastened outside the pipe»

wall, along the horizontal' section of the pipe-line at a

distance of 100 ш apart, This measuring seatIon «as pre-

ceded by an introductory one long enough to ensure stab-

le flow conditions between the detection points* In the

course of the investigation» the mean density of the mix-

ture was maintained at as constant a level as possible*

fkis after a few Injectica-runs being changed gradually

to another value* In this way experimental data was ob-

tained covering practically the whole range of concentra-

tions of solids* Xt should be mentioned that, because of

the gravitational extortion of the mixture motion, for

each pipe-line configuration there exists a specific re-

lation between the mean density of the mixture and the

flow-velocities of it ft components. However, t'-m average

flow-velocity of the mixture varies within a narrow rang*

d&e to the faet that the disposable total head losses de-

pend on approximately the same order of the mixture den-

sity* for the examined pert of the pipe-line installation

the average flow-velocity was about 4

*• 4



3* RESULTS OF MBASUREMBUTS

The resultв of measurements are given in Table 1. For

better clarity of presentation the data were listed accor-

ding to increasing mixture density. The transit time of

the tracing substances «as determined according to Clay-

ton's criterion l9b assuming for the, equivalent transit

time coordinate the centre of t he peak width at 1 /3 of

the peak maximum* In the last column are given the values

of relative slip of solid fractions with reaped to water,

established on the basie of the immediate experimental da-

ta» The results of measurements, except those concerning

the largest fraction of solida, ara also replotted in

Fig.3» which presents the ascertained dependence of- tM

flow-velocities of the particular mixture oomponente nor-

mallsed to the flow velocity of water, versua the grain

size of solid particles for various nsan desaltleо of tha

mixture*

t

A* CI3GUSSICB

The тегу ©omplieat«d oharaoter of the pbysleal рЬмьо-
mena ooourrlne *h«n tha awltifractional hydro«ixtttra flows
In & pipe-line Is a reason why, In spite of ваиу theoreti-
cal and experimental attwapte f1Oj, 1ЩД123Эt13l f a« **-
tiefaotory quantitative description has as yet Ыеа
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However, in the opinion of the specialists working in

this field, further progress ia to be expected rather ои

experimental lines C141. Thus* ш believe that the re-

eulta obtained in our experiments should increase our

knowledge of certain relations of flow kinematics and

allow the applicability of the existing theoretical and

empirical formulae to be verified. In our erlier experi-

ments the flow of the stowing mixture waa investigated in

conditions of a partially filled pipe cross-section. The

present measurements concern a more important case of

"full-feeding11 of the pipe-line, i.e. when the total croeo-

seotion of the pipe is oopletely filled up by the flowing

stowing mixture» In the two cases a similar character of

the dependence of the relative slip of solids versus par-

ticle eiie and mean mixture density was proved» The curves

presented in Fig.3» exhibit in their Initial parts a rela-

tively great slope, which subsequently becomes more and

more flat. According to the theoretical predictions, these

curves should have nlnima at values of grain size appro-

aching 0,4 - 0,5 of the pipe diameter C13J« for particles

transported in the persistent suspension. To ensure such

a condition of flow the transporting water must flow woth

a velocity exceeding the "terminal" value. Fig.4 glvee as

m example m nomogram re plotted on the basis of Jufin'e

foraula П52» representing the dependence of the terminal

Telocity oa the solid particle else for various mixture
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densities, for a pip* 185 mm in diameter. Comparing the

results of our measurements frith the data resulting from

Pig.4, it is clear that only those fractions smaller than

2,0 mm may be assumed aa flowing in suspension. The mo-

tion of the larger fractions occurs predominantly by sli-

ding, rollirg and jumping along the pipe bottom, whereby

the larger the grain, grain size, the longer this particle

remains in contact with the bottom layer* All the solid

grains sliding or rolling at the bottom are subjected to

the action of the considerably increased raising foroe,

which depends in turn on the size and яЬаре of the grain.

This phenomenon compensates in some measure the friction

resistance by reducing the resultant foroe pressing the

particle to the pipe wall. The shape of the grains as

well as the roughness of their surfaces are also decisive

factors determining their hydrodynamie properties Ł133,

[16), and influencing their relative motion with respect

to water* On account of the mentioned effects, the lar-

gest fractio, owing to the almost ideally spherical shape

of the grains and the smoothness of their surfaces, exhi-

bit a a rather email elip in comparison with those ascer-

tained for the fraction» II and ПГ.

5. GOHGLUSIONS

The measurement» performed have proved onee more the»
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exceptions advantages оГ radiometrie шеъпоиш, хш.в

eerae ia particular the measuring possibilities of the

radiotraoor technique, which is the only one that allows

the selective determination of the flow-velocities of the

particular solid fraction even at extremely high densi-

ties of the mixture»

On the basis of the assembled experimental data, some»

conclusions of practical importance were drawn. One of

them concerns the problem of the accuracy of density mea-

surement attainable by the radiogaugee applied for densi-

ty gauging of the flowing solid-liquid mixtures C17J» It

was shown that for the quarts sand normally used as sto-

wing material, when transported by water with a mean flow-

velocity exceeding the terminal level, the real-density

indicated by the radiogauge differs from the transport-

density by no more than 3 per cent* Thus, the applicabl-

lity of radiogaugee for the continuous control of the

at. Ing process was proved successfully. With regard to

the motion of the largest fraction, the results 4till

do not allow the formulation of the desired recomenda-

tion for the miners, because of the limitation of the

flow-veloeity range to the values below the terminal ve-

locity appropriate for this grain else. Nevertheless, the

achieved preliminary recognition of such a regime of mo-

tion is very valuable both for practical purposes and for

the theory itself. Some theoretical considerations based
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on the results obtained «ill be published separately»
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Table 1.

Mean
mixture
density

g/cnr

1,10

1,30

1,50

1,60

1,85

Measuring
run

No.

17
18

17
18
18

12

11
12

11
10

3
3
3

20

20

7
8

7
8

7

38,42
39,43

36,38,42
43
34

Praction
or

phase

mm

water
0,3-0,5
2,0-3,0
10 - 12
a » 50

water
0,3-0,5
2,0-3,0
10 - 12
d - 50

miter
0,3-0,5
2.0-3,0
10 - 12
d - 50

water
0,3-0,5
2,0-3,0
10 - 12
d - 50

water
0,3-0,5
2,0-3,0
10 - 12
d » 50

Transit
time
£t

о

22,0
25,0
26,5
31,5
26,0

23,5
26,0
29,5
31,5
27,0

23,8
26,0
28,5
30,5
27,0

24,0
26,0
28,0
29,5
27,0

25,0
25,5
26,5
28,0
26,0

Plow
velocity

v i

m/e

4,55
4,00
3,50
3,15
3,85

4,26
3,35
3,40
3,15
3,71

4,20
3,85
3,51
3,28
3,71

4,17
3,85
3,58
3,40
3,71

4,00
3,93
3,78
3,58
3,85

V
w

%

-

12,2
23,1
30,2
15,4

-

9,6
20,2
26,0
12,Э

-

8,3

16,5
21,9
11,7

-

6,7
14,2
18,5
11,1

—

1,8

5,5
10,5

3,8
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lig.2. Grain size distribution of sand applied in experiments.
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fig. 4. Nooogran for the teraiaal flow-velocity


